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 ini files weren't loading on startup Fixed a bug that was preventing Mega drop rates from going up when playing in Casual
mode. So if you haven't already, check out the link on the bottom to download the new versions of 1.10 and 1.10.1! Happy

jumping! P.S: A codebreaker has discovered a new bug in the new version. Stay tuned to find out how you can unlock a new
location. Hey there. A few people have reported that the Mega Rock Grenade is not dropping the correct number of items.
After some investigation I found that the Mega Rock Grenade is getting destroyed when one of the grenades it is containing
breaks. This seems like an issue that has come up before with rock grenades and some people were arguing that it was a bug.

After some testing and investigation, I can confirm that this is a bug in the game. The standard rock grenades are fired by
holding left click on the ground. If you set up your console to fire up the game without a deadzone or using single click, there
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are 1, 2 or 3 grenades in the player's inventory, and they will fire and break into rocks when you fire them. Since there is no
console command to open the UI or the inventory, all you need to do to test is to start a quick match on the server, and try to set
up your own console. Once you have set up your console with a single click and a deadzone, you will get a small rock each time
you press the left click button. Pressing left click one more time will break the rock into a full size grenade. If you let go of the

left click button before you get a rock, then you get a blank. I don't think I can reproduce this in a single match, but it does
happen sometimes. I have also seen it with our bug testing robots who randomly break grenades when testing out various things,

though I have not seen it with them recently. It does not seem to be an issue on higher game settings, as the robots are still
getting rocks with 2 clicks when testing higher settings. I have a few other fixes coming up in the next patch as well. These

include: Increased the number of enemy rockets that you can destroy with rocks. The number has been increased to 1.5x and I
have a few other changes coming as well. Increased the blast damage of rocks and increased the number of rocks that can be

broken. This is a huge change 82157476af
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